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Hydrodynamic properties of carbon nanotubes
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We study water flowing past an array of single walled carbon nanotubes using nonequilibrium molecular
dynamics simulations. For carbon nanotubes mounted with a tube spacing of 16.4316.4 nm and diameters of
1.25 and 2.50 nm, respectively, we find drag coefficients in reasonable agreement with the macroscopic,
Stokes-Oseen solution. The slip length is20.11 nm for the 1.25 nm carbon nanotube, and 0.49 for the 2.50 nm
tube for a flow speed of 50 m/s, respectively, and 0.28 nm for the 2.50 nm tube at 200 m/s. A slanted flow
configuration with a stream- and spanwise velocity component of 100 ms21 recovers the two-dimensional
results, but exhibits a significant 88 nm slip along the axis of the tube. These results indicate that slip depends
on the particular flow configuration.
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The applicability of carbon nanotubes as sensing@1,2# and
manipulating devices in biological systems@3,4# depends
critically on their static and dynamic properties in aqueo
environments. While the static properties of these hydrop
bic structures, e.g., solubility@5# and wettability@6,7#, are
well understood, their dynamic properties, such as ste
and unsteady hydrodynamic forces, are to a large extent
known. Using continuum Navier-Stokes models to stu
these properties is questionable, in particular since the
slip velocity boundary condition, usually assumed in the
simulations, is known to fail at hydrophobic surfaces. Slip
@O(40 nm)# has been observed in experiments of water
hydrophobic surfaces@8–11#, but the amount of slip at hy
drophilic surfaces remains unclear@12,13#. Thus, Castillo
et al. @14# measured the Brownian motion of C60 molecules
and found both the slip and no-slip condition to hold depe
ing on the type of solvent. The slip is characterized by
finite velocity (DU) at the fluid-solid interface, with the slip
length (Ls) defined as the proportionality coefficient betwe
DU and the local fluid shear rate (du/dy), whereu denotes
the velocity component tangential to the wall andy is the
normal distance@15#.

To study the validity of the no-slip boundary conditio
and to determine the hydrodynamic forces acting on car
nanotubes, we conduct nonequilibrium molecular dynam
~NEMD! simulations for water flowing past an array
single walled carbon nanotubes. Previous molecular dyn
ics simulations of slip have mostly considered simple geo
etries such as Poiseuille@16,17# and the planar Couette flow
@18,19#. Most of these studies have considered Lenna
Jones fluids confined between Lennard-Jones walls and
demonstrated the presence of slip, no-slip, and lock
~negative slip length! depending on the ‘‘corrugation’’ of the
surface. Thus, no-slip and locking are observed for low d
sity solids while slip is found to occur at strongly nonwettin
interfaces and for high density solids. Richardson@20# found
that the no-slip condition is a consequence of the surf
roughness, and similar conclusions were obtained in M
simulations of alkanes in a Couette flow between two si
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soidal walls @21#. However, the situation is less clear fo
nanoscale systems where the feature size is comparab
the size of the solvent molecules. For these systems, we
pect the amount of slip to be a function of the particu
geometry.

In the present NEMD simulations, we use the SPC/E w
ter model @22# with fixed bond lengths and angles, co
strained using theSHAKE algorithm @23#. The carbon nano-
tube is modeled as a rigid structure to facilitate the analy
of the slip velocity at the water carbon nanotube interfa
@7#. The treatment of the solid wall as a rigid structure w
recently found to play a minor role in the significant amou
of slip observed for methane at graphite and carbon nano
surfaces, cf. Sokhanet al. @24,25#. The carbon-water interac
tion is described by a Lennard-Jones potential acting
tween the carbon atoms and the water oxygens. As par
eters we use a carbon-oxygen van der Waals radius (sCO) of
3.19 Å @26# and a well deptheCO of 0.4389 kJ mol21 @27#.
This potential reproduces the experimental contact angle
water on graphite of 86°@27#. The interactions are truncate
at 1 nm using a smooth tapering of the potential@28#.

The mean onset flow velocity is adjusted by scaling
velocity of the center of mass of the water molecules in
nm long inlet region (Li) upstream of the carbon nanotub
cf. Fig. 1. The results were found to be insensitive to t
particular value ofLi with a 7% increase in the slip lengt
when usingLi51.5 nm ~not shown!. Using a leapfrog time
discretization scheme, the center of mass velocity (vcom) of
the water molecules in the inlet region is updated accord
to

vcom
n11/25vcom

n21/21~dt/mtot
n !~ ftot

n 1btot
n !, ~1!

where ftot is the total force acting on the center of mass
the molecules in the inlet region,btot is the total body force,
anddt is the time step. In Eq.~1!, btot is adjusted to yield the
desired center of mass velocity (vcom

n11/25U), thus

btot
n 5~mtot

n /dt !~U2vcom
n21/2!2ftot

n . ~2!

This forcing is imposed throughout the simulation and
sults in a boundary condition equivalent to prescribing
total mass flow through the system and allows a nonunifo
inlet velocity profile. Combining the forcing with periodi
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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boundary conditions, we effectively model the flow past
array of carbon nanotubes arranged in an in-line (Lx ,Ly)
configuration.

The simulations involve water flowing past arrays
~16,0! or ~32,0! zigzag carbon nanotubes with diameters
1.25 and 2.50 nm, respectively. The carbon nanotube is
cated at the center of the computational box of dimens
16.4316.432.1 nm3. The total number of water molecules
approximately 18 500, and the carbon nanotubes consis
320 and 640 atoms for the 1.25 and 2.50 nm tubes, res
tively. The onset flow speed~U! is set at 50, 100, and
200 ms21 corresponding to low Mach numbers, but suf
ciently above the thermal noise to allow efficient samplin
This ensures an incompressible flow and avoids appreci
viscous heating during the simulation. The hydrodynam
speed of sound in SPC/E water at physiological condition
a'1450 ms21 @29# resulting in Mach numbers (Ma
5Ua21) for the present simulations less than 0.15. To stu
the influence of the flow periodicity, we furthermore condu
a simulation with an onset flow speed of 100 ms21 and an
angle of attack (a) of 17°. Finally, we consider a slante
onset flow with velocity components of 100 ms21 along the
x andz axes, corresponding to an angle of attack (b) of 45°.

During the first 4 ps of the 40 ps equilibration, the volum
of the computational box is adjusted to match the target d
sity of water,r50.997 g cm23 in the far field, i.e., in the
region defined byr .R1d. R is the radius of the carbon
nanotube andd50.8 nm is chosen to exclude the region co
taining the density variations of the water in the vicinity
the carbon nanotube@28#. The adjustment of the volume i
performed by scaling the computational box in thex-y plane
~see Fig. 1!, while keeping the extent of the box in th
z-direction fixed. The carbon nanotube is excluded from
scaling to preserve the radius of the tube. The flow is initia
quiescent and impulsively turned on after 6 ps. During
first 8 ps of the equilibration, the temperature of the syst
is controlled using a Berendsen thermostat, and the rem
ing 32 ps of the equilibration is required to establish a ste
flow. During the 380 ps simulations the system temperat
increases due to viscous heating, which for the 50, 100,

FIG. 1. Sketch of the carbon nanotube-water system.R denotes
the radius of the carbon nanotube,Lx andLz the size of the system
in the stream and spanwise directions, andLy is the height of the
computational box. The center of mass velocity of the water m
ecules contained in the shaded ‘‘inlet’’ region (Li) is fixed to obtain
the desired onset flow velocity (U). The angle of attack is deter
mined by the anglesa and b. The Secs. I–VI refer to the pola
sampling regions.
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200 ms21 cases, amount to 0, 9, and 40 K, respectively. T
thermostat is nevertheless turned off during the sampling
avoid any bias introduced by the heat bath@30#. The results
are sampled after the 40 ps equilibration at intervals of 0.2
for a total of 1700 samples. The hydrodynamic forces for
50 and 100 ms21 cases reach stable mean values after 30–
ps, whereas the viscous heating in the 200 ms21 simulation
results in a reduction of the fluid viscosity, and a subsequ
reduction of the drag force ('235% in 340 ps!. The cases
studied are listed in Table I.

We present the results in terms of the time averaged p
file of the density and streaming velocity

rk5
1

Vk
(

i

nk

mi , vk5(
i

nk

miv iY (
i

nk

mi , ~3!

wheremi andv i are the mass and velocity of thei th water
molecule, andnk denotes the number of molecules in thekth
bin of volumeVk . Statistics are sampled in polar bins with
resolution of 200 and 1600 radial bins~with a radial spacing
of 0.040 and 0.005 nm! for the velocity and density profiles
respectively. The circumferential direction has 6 bins cor
sponding to the six sections shown in Fig. 1. We find th
both the density and velocity profiles exhibit symmet
across thex axis, whereas asymmetries are discernible in
density profiles in the streamwise direction near the car
nanotube, cf. Fig. 2. The locations of the density maxima
similar for the three radial profiles, with the first peak locat
at r 2R50.32 nm coinciding with the carbon-oxygen va
der Waals radius (sCO). However, the peak values decrea
from 3.1 g cm23 for the upstream direction~Sec. III! to
2.8 g cm23 and 2.5 g cm23 for Secs. II and I, respectively
Since the far-field density is constant with a value of a
proximately 1.00 g cm23, the observed asymmetry is a
cribed to the local compression of the water near the fr
stagnation point.

The amount of slip experienced for these systems is
tracted from the tangential component (v t) of the streaming

l-

TABLE I. Molecular dynamics simulation results.D denotes the
diameter of the carbon nanotube,U is the onset flow speed, R
denotes the Reynolds number,Ls is the slip length,Cd

Oseen repre-
sents the Stokes-Oseen drag coefficient, andCd

MD is the drag coef-
ficient extracted from the MD simulations. The Re numbers a
drag coefficients shown in parenthesis are the estimated valu
elevated temperatures caused by the viscous heating.

Case D U Re Ls Cd
Oseen Cd

MD

~nm! (ms21) ~nm!

1 1.25 50 0.0685 20.11 104 138618
2 2.50 50 0.137 0.49 76 88611
3 2.50 100 0.274 ~0.337! 0.27 46 ~40! 4063
4 2.50 200 0.548 ~1.11! 0.28 29 ~20! 1562
5 2.50 100a 0.274 ~0.337! 0.33 46 ~40! 3663
6 2.50 100b 0.274 0.40/88 46 3764

aThe onset flow speed for case 5 is 100 ms21 with an angle of
attack ofa517°.
bFor case 6, the onset flow speed is 100 ms21 in the x-y plane and
100 ms21 along z axis (W), thus b545°. Two slip lengths are
extracted for this case in thex-y and r -z planes, respectively.
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velocity @Eq. ~3!# for Secs. II and V which is shown in Fig. 3
The velocity profiles for the different cases are similar, b
reach different free-stream values due to the different blo
age@(D2Ly)/Ly# experienced by the flow. Since the Re
nolds number (Re5rUD/m), based on the tube diamete
and the fluid viscosity (m50.91 cP@31#!, is less than unity
~cf. Table I!, the velocity profiles are fitted to the Stoke
velocity field for a single circular cylinder@32#

v t5aln~r /R!1b1c~R2/r 2!, ~4!

wherea, b, and c, are parameters of the fit. From this w
obtain the slip velocity asDU5b1c, and the slip length as

FIG. 2. The time averaged radial density profile of water flo
ing past an array of carbon nanotubes. The diameter of the ca
nanotube is 2.50 nm and the onset flow speed 100 ms21 ~case 3!.
The profiles are sampled upstream~- -, Sec. III!, at the midsection
~– –, Sec. II!, and downstream section~—, Sec. I!.

FIG. 3. The time averaged tangential component of the stre
ing velocity for the flow past an array of carbon nanotubes. T
measured profiles are sampled from Secs. II and V and comp
with a fit to Eq.~4!. The velocity profiles for the different diamete
tubes are presented in~a! 1.25 nm: —, measured; –1–, fit; 2.50
nm, – –, measured; –3–, fit. The velocity profiles for the 2.50 nm
at different flow speeds is shown in~b! 50 ms21: —, measured;
–1–, fit; 100 ms21: – –, measured; –3–, fit; 200 ms21: - -,
measured; -*-, fit; 100 ms21 at 17°:•••, measured; -h-, fit.
06220
t
k-

Ls5R(b1c)(a22c)21. The fit is performed for the data
shown in Fig. 3 in the intervalr P@R1sCO :7 nm#.

The velocity profiles from the simulations of carbon nan
tubes with diameters of 1.25 and 2.50 nm and a flow sp
of 50 ms21 are similar and show good agreement with t
Stokes velocity profile cf. Fig. 3~a!. The estimated slip
lengths for the 1.25 and 2.50 nm tubes are20.11 and
0.49 nm, respectively. Thus, while previous studies of n
polar liquids have demonstrated a significant slip at de
surfaces@25,24#, and preliminary studies of water in a plan
Couette flow@33# have indicated a persistent slip in the ran
30–60 nm for system pressures of 1–1000 bar, the pre
flow configuration of water passing a small, high-curvatu
hydrophobic object indicates a significantly reduced s
length. This result is confirmed when we consider the fl
past the 2.50 nm carbon nanotubes at flow speeds of 50,
and 200 ms21 and at 100 m/s for 17° incidence; cf. Fig. 3~b!.
For all four cases the velocity profiles are very similar w
slip lengths of 0.49, 0.27, 0.28, and 0.33 nm, respectiv
Another simulation~not shown! was conducted for a flow
speed of 400 ms21 (Ma'0.3), which despite strong viscou
heating, also experiences a slip length ofO(sCO). Thus,
while the slip velocity remains non-negligible for the 2.5 n
tube (DU/U'0.3, cf. Fig. 3!, the stagnation points of the
flow retard the molecules in that region sufficiently to pr
vent any significant slip at the boundary. The molecules
ting the stagnation point do not have sufficient time to ov
come their deceleration as they are transported around
carbon nanotube. The influence of the flow periodicity see

-
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-
e
ed

FIG. 4. The time averaged tangential~a! and axial~b! compo-
nent of the streaming velocity for the three-dimensional flow p
an array of carbon nanotubes~case 6!. The measured tangentia
profile ~–3 – and - -! is sampled from Secs. II and V and compar
with a fit to Eq.~4!, and to the corresponding results~–1– and —!
from the two-dimensional flow~case 3! . The axial profiles were
found to be similar for all the six sections, and a combined aver
is fitted to the linear profilew(r )5a1br.
1-3
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negligible when comparing the two simulation at 100 ms21

at zero and 17° angle of attack. Thus, the no-slip condit
emerges as a result of the flow past a particular geom
which, to the flow, appears as a ‘‘corrugated’’ surface. T
conjecture is supported by the amount of slip extracted fr
the slanted flow study~case 6!. The slip length in thex-y
plane @Fig. 4~a!# is 0.40 nm and consistent with the two
dimensional simulations, whereas a significant slip length
88 nm is observed in ther -z plane@Fig. 4~b!#.

Finally, we consider the fluid forces (F) acting on the
carbon nanotube array by computing the total time-avera
force on the carbon atoms. The streamwise component o
force (Fx) is compared with the approximate Stokes-Ose
drag for the flow past an array of two-dimensional circu
cylinders@34#

Cd
Oseen5Cd

cc 312f5/3

32 9
2 f1/31 9

2 f5/323f2
, ~5!

wheref is the fraction of the volume occupied by the carb
nanotube@heref5pR2(LxLy)

21], and Cd
cc is the drag co-

efficient on a single circular cylinder given by@32#

Cd
cc58p/Re ln~7.4/Re! . ~6!

The measured drag coefficients@Cd
MD5Fx(

1
2 rU2LzD)21#

are sampled in 17 blocks of 20 ps each, and the resul
mean values and standard deviations are shown in Tab
The comparison betweenCd

MD and the approximate Stokes
Oseen solution for an array of circular cylinders reveal
reasonable agreement. The deviations for the 50 ms21 simu-
lations amount to 31% and 16% for the 1.25 and 2.50
carbon nanotubes, respectively. The simulations of the 2
nm carbon nanotube at onset flow speeds of 50, at 100,
li-

r-
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200 ms21, and at 100 m/s for 17° angle of attack, and t
slanted flow configuration show deviations of 16%,
213%, 248%, 221%, and220%, respectively. However
the viscous heating of 8 and 40 K experienced in the 100
200 ms21 cases results in reduced fluid viscosities (m308°
'0.74 cP andm340°'0.45 cP) leading to drag coefficient
of 40 and 20, respectively. This brings the measured d
coefficients to within 25% of the Stokes-Oseen solution. T
two-dimensional flow cases~1–5! allow us to use a thermo
stat in the homogeneous~z! direction. The simulation at
200 ms21 ~case 4! was repeated with the thermostat~not
shown! to verify the consistency of the predicted slip an
drag forces. The measured slip length wasO(sCO)
(0.42 nm), and the drag coefficient remained const
throughout the simulation with a mean value of 1961, cor-
responding to a234% deviation. Increasing the effectiv
diameter of the cylinder to account for the water-tube sta
off distance does not appreciably alter this agreement.

In conclusion, we have presented NEMD simulations
water flowing past an array of carbon nanotubes with dia
eters of 1.25 and 2.50 nm. For flow speeds in the inter
50–200 ms21 we find that the slip length in the plane of th
carbon nanotube is comparable to the van der Waals dist
of the carbon-water potential. We conjecture that the no-
condition is related to the presence of the stagnation poin
the flow, and hence to the particular geometry. Simulation
a slanted flow configuration confirms this, as we recover
no-slip condition in the plane of the carbon nanotube an
significant slip along the axis of the tube. The hydrodynam
forces acting on the carbon nanotube are furthermore fo
to be in good agreement with the macroscopic Stokes-Os
solution for the flow past an array of circular cylinders.
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